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Abstract

Purpose – We present a teaching tool (the Innovation Game) which aims to demonstrate the challenges of developing an effective innovation strategy in the context of new product development. The goal of the game is to enable participants to experience how strategic and operational choices made in relation to innovation strategy are interrelated and how these choices can impact on new product development success. Specifically we explore the impact of choices made in relation to capability accumulation, capacity management and product-portfolio management.

Design/methodology/approach – After presenting the learning objectives for the game with the support of relevant literature, we describe the design of the game and the context in which it was played. We review feedback (learning outcomes) from formal reflective post-game sessions with participants. This feedback indicates that our learning objectives have been satisfied.

Findings – Through experiential learning and reflective practice participants learn, for example, that: capabilities need to match the intended strategy; that investing in production capacity can be leveraged to aid negotiations with competitors, or it can be used as a bully tactic; and, that it sometimes is better to be an R&D ‘follower’ rather than a ‘leader’. The participants also learn that the alignment of operational and strategic choices is necessary in order to leverage success in developing new products but that the actions and strategies of competitors has a direct impact also and need to be considered carefully.

Research limitations/implications – The teaching tool adopts a participative game playing and reflective learning approach to introduce into class some of the real-life competitive dynamics of managing new product development and decision making normally confined to the boardroom. While we argue the game demonstrates the challenges of developing successful strategy, the game is set in a static context in which certain external contingencies are not accounted for.

Originality/value - Demonstration of the importance of strategy to new product development is particularly difficult because of the longitudinal nature of product development and the tacit nature of the decision making process which often transpires long after projects are completed. We posit that the value of the Innovation Game is in reflecting on it as a practical, interactive tool which helps participants appreciate the challenges inherent in strategic and operational decision making related to innovation strategy and new product development success.
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1 Introduction

Innovation is a compelling theme in management with strong associations with growth, prosperity and the survival of the firm (Porter, 1985; Scherer, 1986; Kanter, 1990; Hamel, 2006). Understanding the key dimensions of innovation strategy is increasingly important for managers. Yet introducing the concept of managing innovation into boardroom discussions involving corporate strategy is fraught with difficulties (Burgelman and Sayles, 1986; Tushman and Anderson, 2004). In this paper we present a teaching tool, namely the ‘Innovation Game’, which highlights the interrelated nature of the decisions which surround a firm’s innovation strategy. In the game, teams of participants (firms) make strategic and operational decisions as part of their innovation strategy. The primary learning objectives of the ‘Innovation Game’, are for participants to:

1. understand the challenges associated with making operational and strategic decisions regarding innovation strategy in a competitive environment,

2. understand that there needs to be some alignment between operational and strategic decisions, and that these decisions may be affected by external environmental (competitor and market-based) factors,

3. apply the understanding from learning objectives 1 and 2 to analyse competitor strategies and opportunities/threats in the market, making appropriate decisions to respond accordingly

In acknowledgment of the breadth of innovation as a topic area, the game focuses on the context of new product development. In accordance with this context, the game focuses on strategic and operational decisions related to capability accumulation, capacity management and product-portfolio management (Helfat, 1997; Morecroft, 1983; Cooper et al., 2001). The aim of the game is to enable participants to experience the complex interrelationship between these decisions relating to a firm’s innovation strategy, operations and the marketplace, and the resultant impact on firm performance (new product development success) (Skinner, 1978; Hayes et al., 1996).
By using the game in a classroom setting, we achieve the learning objectives stated above by:

- Incorporating components that operationalise strategic and operational decisions
- Incorporating repeated play, which enables the revision of firm strategy between periods of play depending on product performance and the actions of competitors
- Allowing for reflections and reporting back to the group of participants at the end of the game.

Participants make strategic decisions related to the accumulation of capabilities and capacity. The operational decisions that must be made in the game are related to allocating production capacity and product-portfolios.

Our contribution in this paper is describing the design and use of this teaching tool, whilst presenting preliminary evidence of its effectiveness in aiding participants learning around innovation strategy. At time of writing, we have run the game a total of 11 times with more than 350 participants on Masters level innovation and operations management modules with participants from different backgrounds (e.g. Managers, MSc/MBA and PhD students), and different contexts (UK and India).

The use of a simulation or ‘game’ to enrich teaching environments is acknowledged to be a powerful learning aid (Zantow et al., 2005). This approach moves beyond the passive accumulation of knowledge presented through more conventional means such as a lecture, and can be described as an enabler of experiential learning (Kolb, 1984). Experiential learning focuses on the creation of an environment in which the participants learn through engagement in and reflection on what is taking place happening at a current point in time. The gaming environment created is artificial in nature, but incorporates relevant realistic elements associated with the organisational and market environment, so that the learning outcomes can be attained by participants under the guidance of the facilitator (Wolfe, 1975). There are an increasing number of cases today where games have been adopted across fields such as operations & supply, economics, finance and environmental management to demonstrate the
subtleties of strategic decision making that might otherwise be lost (e.g. Morecroft and Sterman, 1992; Zantow et al., 2005).

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we review the literature relevant to innovation strategy, the new product development context and game playing in management settings. Section 3 outlines the structure of the Innovation Game and demonstrates further how the learning objectives are satisfied through playing the game. Section 4 provides participant and facilitator reflections on the game and its learning outcomes. The paper concludes with the game’s contribution, limitations and potential for further research in Section 5.

2 Bringing theory on innovation to life

In this section, we review the relevant operations management literature linked to the components of the game. We also review the relevant teaching and learning literature, which discusses the adoption and effective application of games as teaching tools in the classroom.

2.1 Innovation, strategy and operations

Innovation is taught today as a collaborative process driven by vision and goals that reconcile or align business strategy and operational capability with external markets (e.g. Goffin and Mitchell, 2005; Tidd and Bessant, 2009). Alignment is where strategic priorities at the functional level match with and support business level strategies, and is generally presumed to contribute to enhanced firm performance (Joshi et al., 2003). Alignment is also applied to the market environment where adapting internal operations to ‘fit’ the marketplace is considered one of the most powerful forces that ‘pulls’ market needs through the organization (Slack et al., 2006). In the Innovation Game, participants are challenged to create alignment starting with operational capabilities, continuing with operational decisions, and ending with considerations of market dynamics and the strategies of competitors. Since participants in the game have limited resources to create this alignment, they need to take the process-based view of innovation as a ‘funnel’ (Rothwell, 1994) representing the flow of ideas being selectively pruned against a set of objectives, until only
relevant concepts make it to the end of the pipeline. This generic model of innovation asserts that ideas should be selected based on external factors affecting the market and prevailing technologies, but also on the firm’s skills in the accumulation of capabilities, capacity management and product-portfolio management.

*Capability accumulation* enables firms to create new products and processes and become more dynamic by responding to changing market conditions (Helfat, 1997). Technological capacity-accumulation, either by acquisition or internal development, accelerates the rate of operational performance improvement (Figueiredo, 2002), where larger amounts of complementary technological knowledge and physical assets mean firms are able to undertake larger amounts of R&D (Helfat, 1997). The Innovation Game simulates these dynamics by allowing participants to invest in greater technical capabilities (in the form of improved R&D lead times and costs). Participants can also decide to be R&D ‘leaders’, or ‘followers’ who wait to see what products and/or markets will emerge as the attractive ones (Abernathy and Utterback, 1978; Scherer, 1986; Christensen, 1997).

The accumulation of these capabilities has significant implications for *capacity management*, where managers seeking to maximise the use of limited resources such as research staff, product lines, facilities and related infrastructure must make decisions over a system for product prioritization such as sharing a common capacity base (Morecroft, 1983). Capacity planning techniques force managers to consider not only upfront R&D, but the manufacturing systems, information requirements and operational features required of products as they enter service (Berry et al., 1982). The innovation game incorporates two dimensions of capacity management: First, participants are able to the purchase additional capacity. Second, over time the participants must select how to distribute this capacity amongst their portfolio of products. The decision to form alliances with key suppliers or competitor firms is often made to expand the firm’s product knowledge and delivery capacity in cases of rising market demand (Slack et al., 2006). Participants in the Innovation Game are encouraged to negotiate to form such alliances in order to access and share markets and capabilities.
Product portfolio management provides the link between innovation strategy and operational capability by classifying products in the context of market growth whilst considering the impact on in-house skills and capacity requirements (Goffin and Mitchell, 2005). Product portfolios are used to make strategic choices e.g. markets, product selection, investment in technology, and to understand the implications for the allocation of scarce resources e.g. engineering, R&D, and marketing (Cooper et al., 2001; Mikkola, 2001). Product-portfolio management, therefore, not only measures the value of products in strategic terms, it also deals with balance: ‘.having the right balance between the number of projects you do and the resources or capabilities you have available’ (p361) (Cooper et al., 2001). Participants in the Innovation Game must strike this balance as well – given the limited amount of resources available and the expected lead time and cost of R&D for different products, which markets should a firm pursue? This makes the initial choice of capability and capacity investments crucial.

2.2 Game playing in the management classroom

Strategic decision-making games are recognised in the literature as an effective pedagogical tool to explore the strategic operations of a company (Faria, 2001; Zantow et al, 2005; Walters and Coalter, 1997) in the classroom context. We define gaming as “a situation where participants, operating as a group in responding to a competitive situation, have resources they dispose of according to rules, deal with losses/gains, and make moves on a simultaneous or sequential basis.” The participants develop strategies for winning and make and implement decisions. [The gaming environment] “.need not, but often does, possess some attributes of ‘real’ situation” (Bowen, 1978: 3). Through the iterative nature of playing the game, the intrinsic properties of the problems and issues at hand will be better understood (Milling and Lehmann, 1994). Business games are designed to allow participants to carry out tasks in a low-risk environment with more focused competitive analysis and increased creativity (Scherpereel, 2005). One famous example is MIT’s now ubiquitous beer game, simulating a real-life business situation; the amplification effect caused by delay in a supply chain setting played in lecture halls and boardrooms since the early 1960s (Sterman, 1989; Morecroft and Sterman, 1992). The Innovation Game is similar to the Beer Game in that participants play through repeated periods of
activity; make decisions based on restricted choices and information; work in teams (as firms or supply chains) towards a goal (product development success or lowest inventory cost); and, reflect, at the end, on the outcomes of their decisions and behaviour.

It is well acknowledged that in order to facilitate deep as opposed to surface learning, student participation at different levels should be encouraged to ensure engagement with the material (Marriott, 2004; Milling and Lehmann, 1994; Kohn, 1997). In a review of business games, Keys and Biggs (1990) differentiate between a functional (marketing, operations, finance) and industry simulated focus, and find that most games facilitate learning through the provision of three phases: (1) Experience; (2) Content; and, (3) Feedback. In the first stage learning takes place through game play, decision making and team interaction, while the content phase refers to the dissemination of ideas, principles and concepts regarding business practices. The final stage – Feedback, is crucial and focuses on individual reflection on the different aspects of the game. Keys and Biggs (1990) attribute much of the learning that takes place to this stage as students compare conceptual understandings of business practice (innovation strategy in this case), to the results of their actual gaming experience. The engagement between participants that the game encourages helps to further support this experiential learning process.

Referring to the Keys and Biggs’ (1990) framework, the Innovation Game is developed as a functional game, targeted at managerial decision makers, but with an emphasis on operations managers. In order to facilitate learning effectively, the game was designed to ensure that each phase (experience, content and feedback) was incorporated. The perspective of Keys and Biggs (1990) is aligned with Kolb’s (1984) framework describing a four-stage cycle of learning as (1) Concrete experiences; (2) Observation and reflection; (3) Formulation of abstract concepts and generalisations; (4) Testing implications of concepts in new situations. Thus, games conducted in a business setting combat some of the challenges faced by educators by providing an opportunity for concrete experience in an educational setting.
3 Method & description of the Innovation Game

The design of the game incorporates the constructs of interest outlined in the introduction and literature review. In this section we describe the design and running of the game whilst referring to the underlying constructs as necessary. Figure 1 represents the timing of events and the decisions that need to be made.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1 - Strategic Choices (made once)</th>
<th>Phase 2 - Operational Decisions (made every period)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time-to-market</td>
<td>New product development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology scanning</td>
<td>Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>Negotiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time = 0</td>
<td>Reflection (strategy revision etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(time = time + 1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. Components of the Innovation Game**

The Innovation Game is comprised of two main phases: In the first phase, teams (firms) make strategic decisions that determine some of their capabilities in the second phase. These capabilities are related to R&D (technology scanning and time-to-market) and capacity. The time-to-market and technology scanning capabilities can be purchased for general improvements in development lead times and development costs, respectively (we will refer to the effects of these improvements in later sections as they become relevant). Firms are also able to purchase additional production capacity at this point; each firm starts the game with a given capacity to be allocated across all markets. Once strategic decisions are made, they remain in effect for the entire game and can not be changed.

In the second phase, firms make new product development and capacity allocation (production) decisions over a number of periods (these decisions are described in more detail below). During this phase, firms are also able to negotiate with other firms to create strategic alliances to gain access to markets and capabilities. The different negotiation styles and social interaction that occurs between the participants as firms creates an interesting competitive dynamic.
At the start of the game each firm has the same product portfolio and the same budget, and so needs to prioritise the purchases of its capabilities and new product development efforts based on its adopted strategy. The firms are given an infinite horizon to work with and the objective of the game is stated as “to be the firm with the most money at the end of the game”. The number of periods in the game is not announced at the start, although participants are aware of time limitations on the class session.

3.1 New product development

Each firm has a portfolio of products it can sell, and it can add products to its portfolio by investing in the development of new products. Table 1 presents the information provided to firms at the start of the game. All firms have Products 1 and 2 in their portfolios at the start of the game and are able to produce these products immediately, with no development time. At the start of each period, firms report the product(s) they would like to develop to the game facilitator (this information is not communicated to the other firms). This decision should be based on information provided in Table 1 relating to the market size for each product and the associated cost of development. The market for any product is shared according to how many units each firm brings to market (more on this in the next section). The development cost for each product is the amount deducted from a firm’s “account” once the firm has decided to develop a product. A firm may purchase the “technology scanning” capability at the start of the game for a given percentage decrease in these costs.

Each firm has to wait a certain number of periods as defined in Table 1 (lead time) until they learn whether the development effort was successful. A firm may purchase the “time-to-market” option at the start of the game for improvements of 1 period for all lead times (the minimum lead time allowed is 1 period). Finally, each product has a given probability of being developed successfully (the outcome of any development effort is determined by using a random number generator). At the end of the lead-time, if the product was not developed successfully, all time and money spent towards development is lost.
Table 1. Sample product information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Market Size (millions of £/period)</th>
<th>R&amp;D Costs (millions of £)</th>
<th>Lead Time for development (periods)</th>
<th>Chances of Successful development (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product 1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product 2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product 3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product 4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product 5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product 6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product 7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Production and market share

In order to simulate competition between firms, a market structure with quantity competition is imposed. That is, the per-unit revenue earned in the market depends upon the number of units that are on sale in any given period. To be specific, each “Market Size” figure in Table 1 assumes 1000 units of sales in that market. Prior to the commencement of the game, numerical scenarios are used to describe to participants how the market is shared (for the sake of this example, assume Firm A and Firm B are the only firms in the game):

Scenario 1: Firm A brings 500 units of Product 1 to the market, while Firm B brings nothing → Firm A earns £5 million, as Firm A has fulfilled half of the market (which has size £10 million from Table 1). Firm B earns nothing.

Scenario 2: Firm A brings 400 units and Firm B brings 300 units of Product 1 to the market → Firm A earns £4 million and Firm B earns £3 million, which are proportional to the amount of the market “covered” by each firm.

Scenario 3: Firm A brings 900 units and Firm B brings 300 units of Product 1 to the market → Since the total quantity in the market is now 1200 units (which is more than the 1000 allowed), the firms split the market according to the quantities they brought in: A earns (£10 million)(900/1200) = £7.5 million and B earns (£10 million)(300/1200) = £2.5 million.

One more constraint that is imposed on firms is the following: Once a product is successfully introduced into a market by one or more firms, no other firm can enter that market for 2 periods. The objective is to provide an advantage to first-movers that replicates such advantages enjoyed by firms in practice for reasons such as access and familiarity to customers.
3.4 Development and testing of the game

We developed the game in several stages through two test runs and a pilot run. The starting point of development was the set of learning objectives as defined in the Introduction. The components of the game were designed to fit these objectives, although some components had to be taken out and others added after the test and pilot runs. The test runs were performed by having 3 members of faculty play the game and make suggestions for improvement. The pilot run was performed with a Master of Science class of 11 students, who suggested further improvements to the game while the authors made observations and took notes that allowed the game content and proceedings to be finalised. The major changes made after each the test and pilot runs as well as some of the improvements suggested after the real runs are summarised in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Major changes made post-run</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st test</td>
<td>Marketing (pricing) decisions taken out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd test</td>
<td>Data entry for facilitator streamlined, reflection questions finalised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot</td>
<td>Timer added, pre-game brief improved, product structure changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real</td>
<td>Changes in r&amp;d, addition of random events, etc. proposed (more detail is provided in Section 4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Certain aspects of real-life competition, such as pricing decisions independent from quantity decisions, were left outside the game’s domain. The primary reason for doing so was to isolate the effects of the decisions made by the participants. It was felt that too many decisions may overcomplicate the game by preventing the observation of how decisions impact new product development success and therefore, profit. In turn, this may have created situations in which a firm could not identify the reasons behind its success or failure, and thus the game would not deliver its intended learning outcomes. Other changes made during the development phase were related to the specific questions to be asked to the participants during the reflection phase, the
introduction of the game in the pre-game brief, and improvements in the product information (Table 1) to add more complexity.

In the next section, we discuss the learning outcomes from the game, as identified through post-game reflections by participants. More details on the running of the game (spreadsheets and communication methods used, etc.) can be found in the Appendix.

4. Post-game participant reflections

As mentioned in the introduction, we ran the Game a total of 11 times, with classes ranging in size from 10 to around 70, and with team sizes of 5-7 participants. Apart from one session (managers), the participants were MSc, MBA, and PhD students. The game was mostly run around the middle of a course in innovation management or technology strategy, with some concepts introduced before and some after the game was played. At the end of each game, participants are provided with complete records of the game (R&D decisions, production allocation quantities, revenues, etc.) and given one hour to reflect on the following questions:

1. What was your strategy?
2. What did you learn from the game?
3. What would you do differently if you played the game again?
4. How would you improve the game?

Each team was then asked to present their responses to the questions above to the other teams. The participants were asked to document their responses on transparencies for presentations. All documentation was later collected by the facilitators. The results presented here are a summary of the responses on these transparencies as well as notes taken by facilitators during the presentations and related discussions. This part of the game constitutes the third ‘crucial’ phase in Keys and Biggs (1990) framework. The questions are designed to enable individual reflection on the different aspects of the game. Through reflection on the game play, participants are encouraged to compare their conceptual understandings of innovation strategy (with the aim of improving NPD success) to the results of their actual gaming experience. We will now discuss participant responses to each of these questions in
turn and discuss the implications of our findings in relation to the intended learning outcomes of the game.

**Question 1: What was your strategy?**

We can identify two dimensions that the participants chose to focus on in the responses to this question: (1) Capability accumulation at the start of the game and (2) product portfolio selection strategies. Looking at capability accumulation we can identify two main approaches. First, a number of firms believed that they should make moderate investments in capabilities to start the game while still keeping enough finance on hand to commence R&D immediately. This was in contrast to the second approach, where teams spent all (or most) of their starting budget on strategic choices (by spending large amounts on capacity in particular), believing that they would be able to overtake other firms after several periods were played and some revenue was earned from Products 1 and 2, which were readily available. After the game, firms who had adopted the first approach seemed to have felt “bullied” by the other firms.

The second dimension, portfolio management strategies, revealed the effect of bounded rationality and different attitudes towards risk. First, a large number of firms targeted Product 3 at the outset of the game (this was their stated strategy after the game), since Product 3 provided access to a good market at low R&D costs and had low uncertainty in development. At this point we would have expected more firms to recognise before the game that the market for Product 3 was not big enough to accommodate very many firms. Firms that did realize this chose to find their own niches, with some selecting other, less attractive, products and others taking chances on high-risk high-reward products (such as Products 4 or 6). Naturally, these strategies needed to be updated (or at least fine-tuned) over the first few periods, as firms observed what their opponents strategy and their relative performance.

**Question 2: What did you learn from the game?**

Figure 2 presents the learning outcomes related to Question 2 above.
As Figure 2 suggests, there were a number of key ‘take-aways’ for the game participants, which correspond with the learning objectives outlined in the introduction. For instance: participants through successive game playing, participants realised the importance of aligning capabilities (strategic decisions) with their intended capacity and portfolio management strategies (operational decisions). Participants also appreciated the different ways in which capacity can be used, for instance as a capability that can be marketed to others in return for access to markets or as an intimidation (bullying) mechanism. Finally, participants reported learning about the dangers of over-diversifying a product portfolio, and that the creation of a profitable product portfolio is still possible if a firm forgoes first mover advantages in return for the ability to monitor markets and respond to competitors with the benefit of hindsight. The participants also made observations relating to strategy more generally, such as the notion that the quality of a certain strategy should be measured against what other firms are doing and that flexibility and responsiveness are important characteristics of firm strategy. We believe that it is particularly important that students gained these types of insights through experiential ‘learning by doing’ rather than through a one-way communication of information from the lecturer to the student.
In terms of accumulation of capabilities, post-game feedback indicated that participants realised at an early stage (in some cases, before the game began) the need to consider the overall strategy of the firm when selecting capabilities. For example, firms that wanted to have diverse product portfolios invested in shortening their R&D lead times and reducing their R&D costs, expecting to use these capabilities to a great extent during the game. These expensive investments did mean that these firms needed to be more careful than other firms in making other expenditures such as those in capacity and selection of products (since they had less ‘wiggle-room’). Other firms decided to minimise their investments in capabilities and have a more standardised portfolio of products. Whilst these firms may have compared less favourably to others in terms of capabilities they held, their strategic choices afforded them the financial flexibility to invest in new products in any given period or to tactically negotiate by paying other firms to stay out of their markets.

Feedback suggests that firms also found negotiation to be a powerful capability-accumulation tool. However, they also realized that collusion (whether implicit or explicit) could result in unwanted situations if not managed correctly. For instance, long-term ‘market-sharing’ deals between firms created situations in which firms were unable to respond to new opportunities in the market due to commitments made with another firm. In the mature stages of the game, opportunistic behaviour was observed in some of the alliances.

In terms of capacity management, participants found that increasing capacity, as one might expect, gave the firms more opportunities to diversify their product portfolio without taking on too much risk. However, it was also reported that capacity can be used in two other important ways. One common use of capacity throughout the game was to ‘bully’ other firms – those with greater capacities were able to move into markets where other firms were making profit and push them out. The common response to this was either negotiation or, more commonly, a move to other markets by the incumbent. Second, capacity was utilised as a bargaining tool – firms with greater capacities were able to market this capability to firms with smaller capacities and run production for them. This was a great way for firms to move into other markets without stretching themselves too thin.
In terms of portfolio management, participants found out the importance of having a deliberate strategy for moving from one product to other over a certain timeline, and to consider competitors’ trajectories while making decisions. For instance, as described above, several firms invested in Product 3 as it was the ‘best’ product available, causing that market to be crowded. Once firms realised they were in a market with too many firms, those that had the flexibility to diversify into other markets had the advantage. Even then, the decision of which market to move into from there was not an easy one to make – does a firm move into a relatively unattractive, but empty niche, or does it attempt to get a smaller piece from a bigger pie? Firms also realised the danger of over-diversifying by under-estimating the time that it might take to get R&D investments back: some firms ended up with many products, all of which performed at mediocre levels due to the firm committing its capacity to too many markets at the same time.

It should also be noted that participants referred to concepts such as the product-process cycle (Abernathy and Utterback 1978) and the diffusion of innovation (e.g. Rogers 2003), which were touched upon in previous sessions. This was an opportunity to apply these models to strategic thinking while at the same time evaluating the effectiveness of these models.

**Question 3: What would you do differently if you played the game again?**

In responding to this question, the participants proposed alternative ways to play the game. Most of the suggestions that were made followed directly from their key takeaways and coalesced around the need to balance investments in capabilities and products with having the resources necessary for flexibility, and an increased need for negotiation and signalling by firms earlier in the game.

In addition to these points, participants stated the need to appreciate the difficulty of designing a ‘good’ strategy in an environment where every party has the same capabilities and can access the same information. As alternate strategies were being developed, the participants also came to the realisation that their new and improved strategies were going to be attractive to other firms as well. For instance, it was not uncommon to have a firm suggest they would attempt the development of a different
portfolio of products if they played the game again, while worrying that other firms were probably planning similar changes.

These suggestions lead to discussions on how mechanisms or tools can be integrated or used to aid strategic decision making. This was a good opportunity to introduce game-theoretic concepts such as signalling, reputation, and randomized strategies. This introduction was backed up by a more formal discussion of game theory in future lectures as appropriate.

**Question 4: How would you improve the game?**

Our observations of how the game was played and responses to question 4 allow us to reflect on what can be done for future versions of the game. As stated in Section 2, the current design of the game reflects some of the central components evidenced in the literature as important in the context of new product development. Focusing on these components, participants could gain an understanding as to why some firms were more successful than others. It seems that certain improvements are possible without overcomplicating the game. For instance, one improvement suggested by the participants was the addition of ‘events’, such as certain products becoming unavailable at random times during the game, or market sizes changing over time based on how much a market is served. One other improvement might be to make product introduction cheaper for late-comers to a market. Other possible improvements suggested by the participants include:

- product life cycles and new products becoming available over time
- R&D ‘memory’ – cheaper/more efficient R&D as investment accumulates over time
- Mergers / hostile takeovers
- Investment-sensitive product markets

**5. Conclusion**

At time of writing, we have received funding to create an online version of the Innovation Game. This will allow us to add functionality to the game and to improve accessibility via the World Wide Web for use by management educators and
professionals who can provide us with feedback on their experiences with the game as well as suggestions for improvements in design, structure and content. We are aware that this will alter some of the more social aspects of the game, as negotiations will no longer occur on a face-to-face basis. However, we also acknowledge that the game, in its current form, is not without its limitations. Despite having gone through several iterations as a result of feedback received from participants, these limitations relate to the scope of the learning outcomes and design of the game parameters. Given the nature of the topic and intended learning outcomes, it is inherently difficult to capture all the dimensions of innovation strategy in a gaming environment and therefore certain elements of the environment are not accounted for. Therefore, as a teaching tool, we expect that the game will develop over time and with increasing iterations of game play, will be updated and improved. We propose that a second phase of development should include an international study involving the further participation of business schools from around Europe, US and Asia to validate the game’s applicability for cross-continent relevance in innovation education. Further, although we have resisted the temptation to create a sector-specific game design which identifies particular industries (e.g. pharmaceutical, ICT, aerospace), we believe this would be a valuable contribution for future versions of the game to target.

In terms of the research that we present in this paper, we feel that a more representative sample of participants would allow us to be more confident of the applicability of results. In particular, we feel that the participants in the sample, who were postgraduate students or experienced managers, might have benefited from previous experiences while playing the game and reporting on what they learned from the game. Thus, it would be interesting to see how undergraduate students might act under similar circumstances.

In addition, we feel that more accurate measurement of learning outcomes can be achieved through improved data collection during the running of the game. Quantitative data that can be collected more efficiently with the help of the online version can be used to (1) judge whether decision making has improved over time during the game, and to (2) gain insights into decision making which might then be used to potentially create an experimental set-up to be used for further research.
The Innovation Game presented in this paper offers an opportunity to re-examine how innovation strategy is taught in the classroom and understood by participants through experiential learning. Demonstrating the importance of strategy and innovation is particularly difficult for management scholars because of the longitudinal nature of the product development process. Showing how strategic and operational decisions impact on this process is hard to capture in lecture material and is thus a suitable topic to ‘learn by experience’. While other operations and supply chain games are widely adopted by the management community, we felt none captured the essence of innovation as we wanted to teach it, or ‘filled the gap’ in our knowledge of how to effectively demonstrate the components of innovation strategy and dynamics of inter-firm collaboration/competition during new product development. Our contribution, therefore, is to introduce the concept of the Innovation Game, which applies experiential learning techniques to demonstrate the strategic and complex nature of innovation within and between firms. We believe we have devised a teaching tool that helps to inject into class some of the real-life competitive dynamics of new product development and strategic decision making normally encountered only in the boardroom.
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APPENDIX: Running the Game

Here we describe the running of the game and highlight some of the learning outcomes as reported by the participants who played the game. At the time of writing, the game had been run 11 times: three times with a group of executive MBA students in the United Kingdom, eight times with a group of MSc students in the United Kingdom, and once with a group of executives in India. Both groups of participants were provided with instructions in advance and were asked to come to the session having read the instructions. There were additional introductions to the sessions to
make sure that all components of the game were clearly understood by participants, and trial runs of several periods each were played to demonstrate the progression of time and the decision making mechanisms. The trial runs also helped participants become familiar with the systems being utilised for record-keeping (a group of Microsoft Excel spreadsheets) and for communication of decisions (Production and R&D ‘cards’). The main two spreadsheets utilised for record-keeping were the Summary Sheet (Figure A1) and the Revenue sheet for each period (Figure A2). Participants were allowed to observe these spreadsheets during the game to aid in decision-making.

![Figure A1. Summary sheet](image-url)
In addition to these record-keeping tools, Production and R&D cards were utilised to allow the passing of information from the decision makers in the firms to the record keeper (Figure A3). The use of these cards was necessary in order to (i) allow the smooth running of the game and (ii) prevent firms from learning each others’ decisions.

In each period, initially firms had 5 minutes to make R&D decisions and 5 minutes to make production decisions. These were reduced to 2 minutes after a few periods once participants started operating more efficiently. At the end of each period, firms were
allowed to negotiate for 5 minutes and the results of negotiations were communicated to the record keeper, who recorded any ‘contracts’ made.